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When producing electronically stored information (ESI) in response to lawsuits, businesses face several security risks as well as legal requirements they must satisfy. Customized document management programs and e-discovery policies are key tools in protecting against inadvertent disclosure as well as meeting business and legal needs.

The amendments to the US Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP; www.uscourts.gov/rules/EDiscovery_w_Notes.pdf) that went into effect in 2006 place a substantial burden on nonlegal personnel to figure out how to implement legal holds for electronically stored information (ESI). The FRCP rules require that organizations respond to lawsuits by producing any relevant electronic information stored on any media—in some cases, they must do so in the ESI’s native format. Legal holds must thus halt all deletions and revisions to responsive documents to be produced in federal lawsuits in the US. European Union countries typically don’t comply with the US FRCP rules, but foreign companies that transact business in the US are required to comply with the FRCP rules when involved in US federal lawsuits, even while being careful to abide by the privacy laws within their own countries.

Because documents related to lawsuits can be found on anything from hard drives to PDAs to CDs to smart phones and could be stored as electronic communications or even MP3s on many disparate devices, businesses run increased risk of failing to provide the required documents in response to litigation. This can lead to monetary judgments against them or sanctions from the court.

Many companies will be involved in lawsuits at some point involving ESI production. Yet, recent studies show that most organizations are unprepared to respond to e-discovery requests for ESI. (E-discovery is the process in which opposing parties in a lawsuit exchange documents...
that provide evidence to prove their cases.) An effective information security program defines how a company safely conducts its daily business, but it should also include how to approach legal holds and ESI preservation. Organizations’ e-discovery policies and document-management programs must also account for ESI security during transit, while in the possession of third parties such as attorneys and application service providers (ASPs). Information systems managers and IT departments are integral to all such endeavors.  

**Security Risks in Producing ESI**

Organizations face definite risks when producing business trade secrets or personally identifiable information (PII) in response to document-production requests for relevant ESI during lawsuits. The lingering question is how to protect this sensitive information.

One of the first security issues is how to protect against inadvertent disclosure to outside parties who don’t need to know what’s in the files. When a lawsuit deals with the core business processes that separate a business from its competitors, protecting this information while it’s out of the company’s control is crucial.

When turning over ESI to any third party, including your own attorney, consider the following questions:

- How do we know that we can trust you with our confidential information?
- Who will load and maintain the data?
- Have all employees had security training and passed security clearance background checks?
- When was your last vulnerability assessment and network-penetration test?
- What procedures do you follow to stop, contain, recover from, and investigate security incidents?
- Do you have remediation specialists lined up ahead of time?
- What disposal methods do you use after the legal case is over?

A protective court order should also spell out who can access the data and how it should be handled during a litigation case. Once the case ends, an independent security firm should complete a risk assessment of the third party’s system to validate the data’s safe destruction, including all copies of the data as well as residual information on any hard drives involved.

**Inadvertent Disclosure**

Given the voluminous nature of ESI responses to document-production requests, attorneys often place the gathered data on Web portals controlled by their law firms or by ASPs. Hackers penetrating this Web access or curious ASP employees can thus create extremely costly security breaches. If the information contains PII, the monetary consequences can be quite substantial because of the need to notify all individuals whose sensitive data was exposed.

To protect a company’s sensitive ESI and ensure that only authorized users gain access to the Web portal during a lawsuit, the information recipient must implement firewalls (to protect the gateways, routers, and end points), intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, encryption, and appropriate access controls.

Confidentiality, integrity, and availability are core information security concepts in all organizations. The information must remain unchanged and safe from accidental or intentional disclosure to unauthorized users. Moreover, it should be available whenever authorized users need it to do their jobs.

In addition, think of the potential impact on the companies in litigation. Their reputations are already at stake, and exposure can cost them dearly. Corrupted or disclosed data could lead to lost client trust, not to mention the potential productivity losses that could result if employees are unable to access the information they need.

**Document Productions**

During the initial phase of e-discovery (known as the *meet and confer*), attorneys need to know the locations of their clients’ responsive ESI—the documents relevant to the current lawsuit—as well as the economic impact for their clients of having to produce documents that are inaccessible. The court forces a proactive review of ESI production to determine up front whether the
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Case merits the expense of retrieving inaccessible files. One way to clearly identify where possible or probable ESI resides is to use a network map, like the one in Figure 1.

In a typical corporation, ESI will be located on multiple enterprise servers (file, voicemail, databases, SQL, and so on). By providing such a snapshot of the network, the company can help the court understand the ESI production’s magnitude and complexity. It can also serve as a roadmap for the IT department as it implements the legal hold for each lawsuit—because the facts in each lawsuit are different, the network map ESI locations will change with each case.

During a lawsuit’s discovery phase, the company’s attorneys and paralegals will assist in searching, identifying, and culling documents, as well as reviewing documents for attorney–client privilege, which they remove from the documents to be produced in court. Prior to production, the attorney’s office then numbers the responsive, nonprivileged documents to adequately identify and introduce them into evidence.

**Document Management Program**

Every company has its own business needs that its document-management policies must meet. Data classification is a difficult process unless designed for users to easily follow on a daily basis. Getting the data custodians’ buy-in from the beginning is essential in establishing long-term solutions that will ensure appropriate file storage. Among other productivity benefits, such as the ability to efficiently locate data to respond to customer and organizational needs, as well as knowledge of where sensitive information that needs protection from unauthorized access resides, a good data-classification and document-management program enables companies to locate responsive ESI quickly when a legal hold goes into effect.

---

**Figure 1.** Network map. Graphically displaying possible or probable locations of ESI provides legal counsel with a visual picture of the network environment, making it easier to explain to the court where ESI is located, as well as any issues with collecting it. With each case, the responsive ESI’s location might change. In this example, probable responsive ESI resides on the file, exchange, document, voicemail, and Blackberry servers, whereas responsive ESI might also possibly be located on the database, SQL, and intranet servers, as well as the workstations and laptops. This graphic shows the disparate systems where ESI can reside and gives an overall view of the network to the court.
A document-management program should identify where records reside, classify data by category, mandate that documents be stored in designated folders on the network (not just on hard drives), and inventory computer systems (how many and who has them).

In identifying mission-critical assets that need top protection—patient health information, intellectual property, trade secrets, financial information, and other sensitive or confidential information—companies must categorize and separate documents into appropriate data silos during data classification. All employees must be involved in performing this continuous process.

The level of risk that management will accept with regard to various forms of information is a primary component of this process. Public exposure of PII is a high risk that must be minimized. For example, management might decide as part of the document-management program to allow PII on laptops only if encrypted—or perhaps not allow it under any circumstances.

Accurately classifying and storing data in correct locations is vital for confidently responding to legal holds. The cost of locating improperly filed responsive ESI can be substantial in terms of person hours as well as attorneys’ fees—particularly if the ESI is stored in multiple places.

**Legal Holds**

When anticipating that it might face litigation—a former employee seems likely to file a wrongful-termination lawsuit, for example—a company should immediately put a legal hold into effect halting all deletions and revisions to responsive documents. Typically, the lawyer involved will provide a written definition of documents and data to be preserved once a lawsuit is filed. At that point, the company must suspend all deletions or possible overwriting of any responsive data until the case is over.

A designated person should regularly verify that the legal hold is being enforced. If a hold is in place, any attempts at *spoliation*—destroying evidence, whether electronic or hard copy—can lead the court to impose sanctions or monetary judgments against the offending party.

**E-Discovery Plan**

As I mentioned, a proactive e-discovery plan begins with a good document-management program. Given that a designated data-classification system takes time to build, it’s crucial to involve the business units and data custodians throughout the process. For documents classified as sensitive or confidential, companies should employ appropriate storage and access control from cradle to grave.

Designing data vaults with folders named according to category, case, project, product, custodian, and client makes it easier to locate all relevant documents in one general area, such as a specific drive or server. Companies can even establish designated servers as legal hold repositories or vaults to preserve documents gleaned from various ESI sources, as Figure 2 illustrates. Ideally, a forensics expert should store the ESI in the vault, under the company attorney’s direction, by creating a mirror image of the data to save its metadata.

To effectively respond to a legal hold, businesses should create e-discovery policies in advance, outlining the exact steps that each business unit should take, including IT, human resources, and the security and compliance departments. Every company’s circumstances are unique, and no sin-
gle solution exists. That said, the following steps should help assist with the development of any e-discovery policy.

**Designate a Lead Person**
The *e-discovery project manager* needs to fully understand the document-management program and e-discovery requirements, as well as the IT and regulatory-compliance issues. This person declares the legal hold upon request of the company attorney or outside counsel and should be able to testify about how the legal hold process was enforced and how the document management program works. This lead person should also be able to explain the difficulty of retrieving inaccessible ESI as well as what makes it inaccessible.

**Develop an E-Discovery Response Team**
The *e-discovery response team* is similar to an incident response management team in that a designated person declares the legal hold and designated staff controls the ESI, and investigates where it resides in response to document-production requests. The e-discovery team is responsible both for stopping the deletion of responsive ESI and protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of ESI against inadvertent disclosure during the lawsuit.

The team should include members from a diverse range of business units or departments, tailored to the company’s specific needs. Each member of the response team must know what to do if the project manager declares a legal hold so that they can immediately begin preserving the responsive ESI.

**Train All Employees**
Not every business unit or department will be host to responsive ESI when a legal hold is declared, but all employees must know their individual responsibilities in advance in case they are affected by one. Figure 3 shows an example of employee responsibilities. The individual employees in each department must understand the procedures necessary to effectively implement a legal hold. The human resources department provides the training and distributes the policies to all employees. The IT department has a critical role in preserving the ESI, and the compliance and business units assist with identifying where responsive ESI might be stored. Ensuring that each individual is trained to perform their role in executing a legal hold is critical.

Having a clear document management program and data-classification system in place is a
key step in ensuring that employees understand their responsibilities. Otherwise, the business must undertake more costly reviews to identify which business units are affected by a legal hold—a process made more challenging because it must be completed quickly by the e-discovery project manager and the data custodians as soon as a lawsuit is anticipated.

Preserve Responsive ESI
Once a legal hold takes effect, the IT department must take backup media out of rotation (tapes, drives, and so on) and preserve responsive emails. The company’s attorney must be prepared to contact in-house forensic experts to preserve attorney–client privilege and the work-product doctrine, which keeps any work performed at the request of legal counsel safe from disclosure to the opposing party.

The forensic experts must document the custody chain and indicate all who were in contact with any hardware removed from the place of business. These experts should make forensic images of hard drives, collect relevant data, and document all actions taken with this ESI. When third-party forensic experts examine and preserve ESI, the company should have IT department representatives present to control access and ensure the documents’ confidentiality and preservation against accidental deletion or corruption in any manner.

Due to the volume of ESI generated daily, information systems managers, IT departments, corporate counsel, and compliance officers are greatly concerned with how to handle legal holds. Information security departments are also concerned with the security of data no longer in their control. Numerous seminars, webinars, and Web sites discuss e-discovery and how to get your arms around the topic. At the Sedona Conference, top e-discovery lawyers, consultants, academics, and jurists confer. The Web site has many well-written articles and whitepapers with insight into how to deal with e-discovery issues (www.thesedonaconference.org). To learn about e-discovery, read as much as you can on the topic. Then, work with your legal counsel to create an e-discovery response team to prepare an e-discovery plan, policy, and procedures that meet the business requirements of your company.

Establishing a good document-management program makes it easier to identify and handle security breach issues. Creating an e-discovery response team will also assist in responding to security breach incidents. The same type of developmental processes used to create an e-discovery plan can be utilized as a framework for responding to security breaches.
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